TSP News: Progress on Protocols
ACN: Why is this taking so long?
Imagine being challenged to develop
some thing more technically complex than anything you've ever done
before, but w ith the following constraints. You must use a collaborative
process that includ es anyone who
wishes to participate as a part-time
volunte er, and a minimal budget. If
your boss gave you this assignment,
the most rational response would
probably be to start looking elsew here for gainful employment.
When you realize that this is essentially the assignment the ACN task
force has been given, it becomes
clear why this process is taking a
long time. So how did this happen
and what is being done to address
the situation?
ESTA follows ANSI guidelines in
implementing its standards-making
process. As a trade association, ESTA
is prohibited from engaging in activities that would impart special economic advantage to one or some of
its members at the expense of others.This means that ESTA's standardsmaking process must be open and
collaborative. The most technically
adept, creative minds in control and
networking in the industry are working on this project in an open and
collaborative manner. Probably one
of the factors that most slows down
the progress of ACN is that the
people working on the standard all
have full-time jobs and the time they
can devote to this is limited.
Another factor here is that ACN
as a standard is, as Steve Terry recently said in a TSC meeting, "leagues
more complex than anything we've
ever done before in this indu stry."
Task forc e participants are devoting
considerable time to the process, but
they're also facing a steep learning
curve on the technical side of the
project. The irony of all of this is that it
is this very complexity ofACN that will
make systems running the protocol so
easy for people to configure and use.
The barriers to rapid standards
making are shared by other similar
efforts, those of IEEE for example, so

what can we learn from these organization s that might apply to our effort? The IEEE assumes that most
projects will take three years at a
minimum , and this is with six or
more meetings per year. In the networking world, large companies are
involved that often dedicat e staff
members to standards making. They
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have budgets, test labs, and telecommunications infrastructure to use in
their standards-making work. There
is no doubt that private sector budgets applied to a standards-making
process can make a difference in
how quickly the work will progress.
Recognizing better now the nature of the ACN challenge, what is be-
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ing done to address the process limitations that are slowing the project?
First, a number of the larger manufacturers that are most involved in
the process are devoting more significant resources to the project.
Strand Lighting has funded the creation of much of the early "proof of
concept" test software. ETC has assigned two internal staff members
to work on ACN exclusively, one of
whom is serving as a project manager. Weekly international teleconfer-

ences are occurring over ETC's telecommunications system, and dozens
of e-mails are exchanged daily by the
task group members.
The smaller companies involved
in the ACN project have also devoted
substantial resources. Engineering
Arts has taken on the responsibility
for the design of the Device Description Language (DDL) , a key ACN
component. High Speed Design has
provided a pipeline to experts in the
networking industry and the Inter-
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net Engineering Task Force. Pathway
Connectivity is responsible for much
of the network configuration and
management that will make ACN
easy on the users.
The task group is nearing completion on the cornerstone of the ACN
suite-the Session Data Transport
(SDD protocol than provides for reliable multicasting of data and commands. Device Management Protocol
(DMP) and Device Description Language (DDL) will follow shortly.
The superior commercial benefits
of ACN's key features-interoperability,
extensibility, self-discovery, high bandwidth, and standard networking components-make a concerted, focused
effort to bring tllis project to completion essential to tlle future commercial
health of this industry. The additional
resources devoted to this effort by
the participants are already making a
difference.
-TJ

RDM: Keeping your feet on the ground
It wasn 't a big problem, really. My

lighting crew had hung three of the
automated lights on the stationary
grid without setting the DMX starting addresses properly. We got out a
ladder for one and set up scaffolding
for the other two, and went up and
fixed them. Fortunately, the crew
members were working for free, they
liked climbing, and we had time for
fixing things. Of course, not all these
conditions apply to professional productions, particularly the free part. In
most cases, mis-set DMX addresses
aren't a flln climb up to the grid but
are a serious waste of time and money.
We may be able to keep our feet
on the ground in the future .The newest project of ESTA's Control Protocols Working Group: BSR E1.20,
Entertainment Technology - Remote
Device Management over DMX512
Networks, is intended to allow you to
set DMX addresses and other parameters and to query equipment status
from the controller via bi-directional
communication over the primary
data link of the DMX line (the wires
connected to pins 2 and 3).The RDM
project, as it is known, should eliminate a lot of ladder work and squinting at blinking LEDs up in the rig.

How's it work?
Bi-directional communication on the
primary data link may seem nonDMX-compatible , but it all works
within the original USITT DMX512
standard. That standard specifies that
the electrical characteristics of the
signal shall conform to EIA-485,
which is a standard for a bi-directional bus supporting multiple receivers and transmitters. It has been
the practice with entertainment
lighting to put a transmitting controller at one end of the bus and to make
everything else be a receiver, but
that doesn't have to be the case . Furthermore, according to the USITT
standard, messages other than level
information can be sent; they simply
have to have start codes that aren 't
the null start code (OOh) that flags
messages as containing level data.
USITT DMX512/1990 has no media access control mechanism; it was
written with the assumption that the
data line is always available for the
transmitter because only the control
console was supposed to transmit.
The media access control solution in
RDM is to have the other devices
send back information only when
asked by the controller. Each device
has a unique identification number
embedded in it by the manufacturer,
which is used by the control desk to
ask for information from a specific
device and to send instructions to it.
RDM also has a process by which a
controller can discover the unique
identification numbers of the devices on the network when it is powered up, giving a measure of
plug-and-play capability.
Most of the work of RDM will be
done by a collection of GET and SET
commands that the RDM task group
is developing. These will allow a controller to ask devices for status reports (e.g. Is your lamp on? What is
your temperature?) and to set various parameters (e.g. Shut off your
lamp. Run your fan at full.) It should
be noted that most of the SET commands will be to establish states that
will probably last throughout an entire show. Since RDM messages have
to be interleaved with the regular
DMX packets, sending RDM messages lowers the effective DMX up-

date rate. This will limit how much
can be done with RDM while a show
is running, particularly during busy
cue sequences, but RDM may be
used to almost completely automate
patching and system setup before a
show starts.

What's its value?
RDM will add value to just about all
the lighting control protocols now in
use or under development. It certainly will add value to DMX512 by
turning it from a one-way street into
a two-lane road. However, it will not
improve DMX512 so much that it
will obviate the need in the market
for broader data highways. DMX,
even with RDM, will still have a limited addressing range of 512 channels on a data link, which is only nine
Catalysts or 16 MAC Performance luminaires. Furthermore, while RDM
will allow fault reporting, each device has to be polled, so critical messages (e.g. "Fire!") may not be
reported in a timely manner. As much
as RDM will improve DMX, there will
still be a need for more advanced networking protocols in the market, but
RDM will help make them better, too.
Many companies have developed proprietary networking technologies based on Ethernet that
allow control desks to be linked to
other desks, remote focus units , designers' remotes, dimmer racks, and
remote nodes that convert data to
DMX for devices such as color
changers and moving lights. There is
a remarkable amount of back and
forth sharing of information between the networked devices, but all
that wonderful interactivity stops
when the information has to pass
out of the network to a DMX device.
The DMX device is a black hole: data
goes in, but nothing comes out. RDM
can provide a bi-directional bridge
between the Ethernet networks and
the DMX devices.
This bridge function of RDM will
be very important to ESTA's ACN
project (BSR E1.1 7) . While ACN will
not require Ethernet to operate , it
will probably be implemented most
often on Ethernet networks.
Ethernet devices are becoming less
expensive every day, and more light-
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ing manufacturers are offering
Ethernet connectivity on their products, but it is not expecte d that everything that might be mounted on a
lighting batten will have an Ethernet
port soon. There are still dollars and
cents advantages to DMX hardware
that probably will keep it popular in
moving lights , color changers, fog
machines, et cetera. The Technical
. Standards Committee has urged the
RDM Task Group to work to ensure
compatibility with ACN, and the GET
and SET commands are being drafted
with the Device Description Language of ACN in mind.

When do we see it?
The BSR EI.20 RDM project isn't finished yet, but it is hoped that it will
make fairly swift progress-for a
standard, anyway-and there doesn't

appear to be much in its way. As it
stands now, it's a fairly simple protocol that shouldn't be too difficult to
implement, although all manufacturers will have to update their software and most will have to update
their hardware to run it. There aren't
a lot of legacy products that have to
be considered, or firmly established
conflicting schools of thought on
how it should be done. Finally, the
two major companies with patents
and experience in the area of automated luminaires and talkback Vari-Lite and High End Systems-are
supporting the project. Both have
agreed to license the intellectual
property needed to implement RDM
to anyone for a reasonable fee, with
High End defining "reasonable fee" as
a donation to the Technical Standards Program equivalent to a

company's ESTA dues .
The final E 1. 20 standard is
probably at least a couple of years
off. At least one public review, and
probably more , will be needed before it is finalized-and there will
be some time before products supporting it will appear - but I, for
one, will be happy to see it arrive. I
think implementing RDM, even if it
takes years, will be easier than trying to get volunteer electricians to
set DIP switches correctly.
-KGR
Tera]ohnson is a member of th e TSC and is
Managing Partner in The Starfish Group, LLC,
a management training and consulting firm
located in Madison, WI, w ith clients in the
U.S . and abroad. Tera's area of focu s in the
firm is mark e ting and strategy, w hil e h e r
partner and affiliates bring expertise across a
broad range of functiona l areas including entrepreneurship and business planning.

ACN/RDM-Ready: What Do They Mean?
By the Lord, our plot is a good plot as ever

was laid,' our ji'iends true and constant: a
good plot, good ji'lends, and fitll of expectation; an excellent plot, velY good ji'iends.
(Hotspur, Hemy IV, Part 1, Act II, Scene 3)
Hotspur and half his "good friends "
don't make it to Henry IV, Part 2, so
Part 1 can be taken as a cautionary
tale about irrational exuberance. Entertainment lighting generally
doesn't have consequences as severe
as rebelling again st the King, but
equipment buyers are being asked to
believe in "a good plot as ever was laid"
when presented with equipment that
is touted as "ACN-ready,""RDM-ready,"
or "XXX-ready" when that "XXX" is a
standard that isn 't finished yet . Fortunately, lighting equipment manufacturers aren ' t as hot-headed as
Hotspur, so equipment buyers aren 't
likely to be left on the battlefield , but
still, a bit of faith is involved w h enever a buyer is asked to believe that
something is "XXX-ready."
What doe s it m ean when a
manufacturer says that a product is
"XXX-ready? " It m e ans that to the
best of his knowledge at this time ,
the product will be able to support
the XXX feature when it b ecomes
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available, either as the product is
right now or with minimal software
or hardware upgrades. It's the
manufacturer's statement to the prospective buyer of his attempt to future-proof a product.
In the case ofACN (the ANSI BSR
El.1 7 project), the standard isn't finished yet, but we know that the protocol suite as it exists now is based
on common Internet communication
protocols . Therefore , "ACN-ready"
could be applied to any device that
can communicate with other things
using these Internet protocols, that
can be reprogrammed with the ACN
software when it becomes available ,
and that has enough resources left
over to do some useful work. Probably most PC-based lighting controllers could be considered "ACN-ready,"
but certainly all modern notebook
computers and even some cell phones
also would fit that description.
With RDM (the ANSI BSR El.20
project), we know that it is a protocol designed to provide bi-directional communication on DMX512/
1990 control systems. As the draft
standard exists right now, it requires
transceivers rather than simple receivers or transmitters on the DMX
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ports, and enough computing power
to be able to deal with the simple
RDM commands and data types and
to turn the input/output ports
around from transmitters to receivers and back as needed. Any "RDMready" product will need to have
these features and some way to get
the new RDM software into the
product when it becomes available.
Of course, the above brief descriptions of what "ACN-ready" and
"RDM-ready" mean are all subject to
change. The BSR E1.1 7 and BSR
El. 20 standards aren't finished yet,
and the projects may go off in unexpected directions as a result of further committee work or public
review comments. Just as Hotspur's
"excellent plan" was turned to junk
when the Earl of Northumberland
and Owen Glendower didn't show
up at the battle, statements of readiness can be turned to junk by
changes in the draft standards. Standards-drafting is a group process, under the control of no individual or
company, so no one can make any
statements of readiness with absolute certainty.AlI statements of readiness are - at best - guesses , even if
prefaced with "By the Lord."
-KGR

